Field Engineer meets with customer contact at the manufacturing location

Conduct review of documentation needed to perform surveillance visit

Walk through of facility is conducted

UL Labeled or intended to be labeled product is identified

Production Ready (PRV) Report is issued

Inspection of selected product to FUS Requirements begins

Label Records and Production Records are Reviewed
- Link to Label Center

Product attributes are verified and measurements taken when applicable
- Link to Label Center

Required Tests are witnessed
- Link to Resources

Traceability of Parts is verified
- Link to Resources

Calibration of IMTE verified
- Link to Resources

Compliance to Requirements?
- NO

Variation Notice Issued
- Link to Resources

Inspection Report Issued

Inspection Concludes

YES

Other Useful Resources:
- UL Product IQ
- Link to MyUL Portal

For more information, please contact your local UL field engineer.